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Abstract. The acoustic performance and visual privacy qualities of
open plan office spaces can significantly influence employee
productivity and well-being. But addressing these two factors in early
stage spatial design is currently a challenging task. Accordingly, this
research project develops a workflow using Grasshopper that
simultaneously evaluates and optimises for acoustic and visual privacy
attributes, to inform the spatial design of office environments. To
implement the process, deCoding space and Pachyderm plugins are
utilised for visual and sound performance evaluation. Isovist area is
adopted as the decision-making data to assess visual privacy quality.
This indicates all the visible space from each subject point. For the
acoustic analysis, Reverberation Time (RT) determines the interior
acoustic quality while the ray tracing amount indicates the acoustic
privacy index for each room. The optimization process using genetic
algorithm assigns the pre-set facilities with ideal visual and acoustic
parameter domains into different facility area to maximise the
matching. The research generated a computational workflow as
outcome which that can optimise visual and acoustic privacy
simultaneously through design iteration for office space. This workflow
will benefit designers in informing a deeper and relational
understanding of the visual and acoustic implications of spatial design
decisions. And contributes to scholarship that brings computational
thinking and methods to bear on acoustic design considerations.
Keywords. Office layout, Visual privacy, Acoustic privacy, Spatial
optimization, Workflow development
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1. Introduction: (Research context and motivations)
The acoustic performance and visual privacy qualities of open plan office
spaces can significantly influence employee productivity and well-being.
(Liebl et al 2012) While the acoustic performance of spaces can be measured
through sensing equipment and evaluated against established quantitative
standards for acceptable noise levels in different spaces, there is little
regulatory guidance for the more perceptual and subjective notion of visual
privacy. Additionally, while acoustic performance can also be simulated using
geometric analysis modelling methods to test space layouts and material
conditions, it is often undertaken using specialist software and in latter stages
when many 'spatial' design decisions have been locked-in making design
changes time-consuming and costly. In short, acoustic performance evaluation
is rarely given due consideration in early design stages which can limit
opportunities to mitigate acoustic issues through novel formal design
approaches (Alambeigi et al 2017), Accordingly, this research project
investigates and develops a computational modelling and simulation tool for
use in an integrated modelling environment to enable designers and architects
to understand and explore multiple environmental phenomena at far earlier
stages of design process.
More specifically, the research project outlined here adopts the case study
of an office environment and the core aim of relationally addressing the
environmental phenomena of both sound and visual privacy. Consequently,
the following sections outline the research project in three key sections. to
establish the criteria and methods of analysis for visual and acoustic privacy
performance in an office environment and the methods of incorporating this
data in a multi-objective optimisation tool. Firstly, this involves establishing
the criteria for visual and acoustic privacy performance in an office
environment. Secondly, in the evaluation phase the analysis of the spatial
performance is transformed into specific and measurable data for later
optimization process, which is the third stage. As a data-driven design, a
containment of these data represented for privacy performance to predefined
objective domains determines the floorplan overall privacy performance
index. For visual privacy analysis, the Isovist area is evaluated in the workflow
to detect the privacy index for each room. For acoustics, the dimension and
material attributes of a room are used to calculate the reverberation time which
is analysed against established standards. For this project, acoustic privacy
analysis is represented through ray tracing in the workflow.
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2. Research Aims
The research aims to investigate and develop a computational design
optimization tool for use in the early-stage space planning for office
environments. The tool aims to inform design decision making in relation to
visual and acoustic privacy targets for office environments.

3. Research Question(s)
How can visual and acoustic privacy measures be integrated into the creation
of an early-stage design decision support tool to optimise the spatial design of
office environments?
4. Methodology
This research project adopts the overarching methodology of Action Research
(AR), that aims to intervene in existing problems by engaging real-world
industry participants, in this case Cox Architecture, Perth, in the definition of
the research problem and development of ideas towards its creative resolution.
Action Research assists researchers to explore the potential solutions to the
research problems and expand the relative knowledge for the upcoming
research relating to the problem (Baskerville 1999). The research methods can
vary to adapt into different contexts, and the knowledge produced during the
action research bridges between design and utility theory (Cole 2005). The
process of AR normally is comprised of 5 phases including problem diagnosis,
action planning, action taking, evaluating and specifying learning (Azhar,
Ahmad, & Sein 2010). Figure 1 comprehensively represents the workflow for
this action research.

Figure 1. Action Research workflow by Stephen Kemmis
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An AR approach is particularly relevant for this case study, as the industry
partner has limited resources to support the investigation of the problem. In
this research, the proposed design problem is investigated through a
computational workflow development using Grasshopper as platform to
implement the actions. Susman and Evered (1978) describe the prerequisites
to launch the cyclical process of AR, including establishing the constraints
and specifications as infrastructure environments for researchers to work
inside the research domain. Accordingly, industry knowledge is reflected in
the composition of the Grasshopper script. Benchmarks that relate to visual
and acoustic privacy objectives are placed at the start in order to evaluate the
feasibility of each iteration.
During the AR approach, it is worth notifying that failure in AR is also
valuable in the overall research, it contributes to the research by narrowing the
problem down as it creates more constraints of actions can be taken. Failures
provide feedback and hints of the research question, informing and guiding
the researchers to take the other applicable actions, sometimes failures are
considered more important than succeed in action research (Baskerville 1999).
5. Background Research/Literature review
To progress the research project and develop and computational tool capable
of analysing and optimising for both visual and acoustic privacy criteria in
office environments it is first necessary to define how acoustic performance
and visual privacy in the context of office environment design are interpreted.
Space planning refers to the process of establishing living spaces which can
shape human behavior; hence an office space is responsible for taking the
optimal spatial design that could influence employee productivity and health
(Frontczak et al 2011). From an architecture and design perspective, the most
significant human senses are sight and hearing. And not surprisingly, visual
and acoustic privacy are prime indicators for the quality of an office
environment. In a built environment context, privacy can be described as
interaction regulation, and the extent of limitation of personal information
access. Altman (1975) also considered the basic demand for privacy as the
optimization of social contacts, this supports the argument that privacy is
interactional in nature, and involves avoiding crowds and controlling how
personal information is received and transmitted. A space allowing people to
retreat from socializing with others also provides a definition of privacy
(Sundstrom 1986; Bates 1964; Brey 2005). The general spatial solution to
create private space is to install personal (physical) boundaries to preserve a
sense of autonomy (Westin, 1970; Altman 1975). The definition of visual
privacy can also refer to the ability to conduct daily activities concealed from
the others as well as the extent of acceptance of being observed by others in a
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space (Al-Kodmany 1999). Alternatively, acoustic privacy can be interpreted
as the level to which occupants of a space are distracted by other people’s
activities and voices (Bahrehmand 2016).
The advantage of open plan offices include opportunities for team
collaboration, better access to daylight, lower building expenses, rental costs,
and flexibility within the space, which form a harmony culture of the company
(Bernstein & Turban, 2018; Maher & von Hippel, 2005). However, research
indicates that distraction created by uncontrollable noises following space
expansion, especially irrelevant speech and background noise can reduce
work productivity (Chen et al 2020; Banbury 2005). Numerous longitudinal
studies describe acoustic satisfaction and productivity performance in office
environments relate to higher speech disturbance and other environment
noises (Kaarlela-Tuomaala 2009). This suggests that acoustic privacy should
be more fully integrated into the spatial design at an earlier stage. But
generally, acoustic privacy has less attention from designers and considered
only in late developed design or even post occupancy stage most of the time
(Alambeigi et al 2017).
5.1. VISUAL PRIVACY

In terms of visual privacy, Bahrehmand (2016) mentioned that “not all the
objects visible to the eyes, are considered as seen objects in the brain” (p-34).
This leads to the hypothesis that the objects are not perceived at certain
moment have lower possibility to be considered as violating private space.
Thus, determined that the spatial planning directly impact how users perceive
privacy in the space. But in general, the closer the object is to the user, the
more likely to be seen. To measure the visual privacy, distance, view angle
and the transparency ratio of objects are expected to be codified for
optimization in following procedure. An experiment refers to visual decay had
accomplished by Betti et al (2020). The result was illustrated in graphs
representing the relation between distance and face identification. A
possibility of 80% for people to recognize the others at 15m, which can be
recognised as an ideal distance can be implemented in research. but These
processes can be access through Grasshopper using isovist component from
Decoding Space plugin and related algorithms. Isovist function and visibility
graph have been validated being able to predict the spatial experience of
viewers. (Wiener and Franz 2004) Therefore a higher chance to have this part
codified and engaged in the workflow.
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5.2. ACOUSTIC PRIVACY

5.2.1. Reverberation Time
For implementing measures of acoustic privacy into an optimization
workflow, decision making criteria and supporting data is required. The sound
transmission index (STI) as a standard parameter is the most important data,
which is can be calculated as ideal decision-making data along with speech
intelligibility data. The STI is “calculated according to the measured SPL of
speech, early decay time and back-ground noise level.” Hongisto (2008)
validated the proposal nominated by Colle (1980) supporting the importance
and the relationship between speech intelligibility and STI. Speech
intelligibility is described as the percentage of understandability of a spoken
sentence. Poor intelligibility reflects enhanced acoustic privacy (Hongisto et
al 2008). However, due to the time frame limitations of this research project,
the STI is replaced. According to the definition of Reverberation Time (RT).
the reverberation time indicates the time for the level of sound to decrease
about 60 dB in a space (Spaeth 2008). RT is the most used data in acoustic
analysis and is a primary parameter in analysis to characteristic the spatial
acoustic performance. Accordingly, RT became the remediation over STI in
this research (Macchie et al 2018, Bradley et al 1999). The data required to
integrated in the RT calculation are identified in the Sabins formula, for RT
measurement:

where,
RT60 is the time in seconds required for a sound to decay 60 dB,
V is the volume of the room,
S is the boundary surface area,
is the average absorption coefficient, NRC is applied here.
s1, s2, etc., are boundary surface areas,
α1, α2, etc., are the absorption values for the boundary areas with
which they are associated,
Sn αn is the total absorption of the people, furniture, etc.present in the
room.
Note that S α can be replaced by A, the total absorption in the room
(Schomer et al 2002).
__
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Furthermore, Macchie et al also proposed some approaches for more
acoustic privacy regarding to the material and partition suggested dimensions
(Macchie et al 2018), along with those information, an overall understanding
of acoustic privacy evaluation to my project can be shaped. In addition, the
productivity in open plan office can be improved by having quiet working
spaces as a and moderating job source. The study completed by Marsher and
Von Hippel results discovered that the demanding of quiet working space
differ from the workers, and 40 % of workers don’t always need quiet working
space (Haapakangas 2018; Maher, & von Hippel, C 2005). Comparing to the
impact of being distracted, they want to ensure their productivity can be
sustained despite distraction factors nearby. Then the issue of the space
weighting, architecture element material and partition relocation are raised to
be solved in the latter stage (Morrison & Smollan 2020).

5.2.2 Ray Tracing
Ray tracing is a well-known tool for acoustic performance simulation.
(Krokstad et al 1968, Kulowski 1985). The common method of
implementation is to create a sphere at sound source location and apply
random or predefined points on the sphere to control the initial vector of
emitted rays. The rays transmit through obstacles or reflect according to the
material absorption coefficient and sound energy decay in air. Eventually, the
rays entered the facility spaces are recognised as perceived audible sound
amounts (Mahjoob 2008). In the research, there were two components from
Pachyderm was in used. Image source component was applied onto space to
extract the effective source points and visualise ray tracing component
generats the rays for reflecting the acoustic privacy performance.

5.3. GENETIC ALGORITHM

“Genetic Algorithms (GA) are numeric optimisations inspired by both natural
selection and natural genetics (Coley 1999 pp.1).” It begins with generating
random population, the fitness data assigned to the individuals then will be
evaluated according to optimisation requirement to indicate the value of each
iteration. The evolutionary processes filter the optimal results for the
optimisation for research problems throughout amount of iterations and
ranking (Sivanandam 2008). In this research, the sum of decision-making
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Boolean data is recognised as the fitness data for optimisation. A maximum
fitness data is anticipated for generating the optimal design solution.

6. Case Study
As mentioned above, the research project is divided into three main sections:
Limitations and objectives set-up, main evaluation stages and iterative
optimisation.

6.1. WORKFLOW SET UP

In the workflow, the research aims to propose a workflow that is capable to
inform decision making in balancing visual and acoustical privacy in early
design stage. A concept floor plan generated based on the boundary of
Autodesk company in Toronto, has been visualised and represented as the
stage to offer a base for the research. In the set-up stage of the study, a few
facility types are chosen randomly to incorporate the workflow such as the
administrator’s office, different settings of conference rooms, kitchen and IT
space etc. The first type of privacy barrier is defined as the walls of those
facilities, there are only two materials are utilised to keep the complexity of
the workflow in a considerable range, which are concrete and glass. Both
materials are classified and assigned in respective to those infrastructure types
according to some common sense. For example, the kitchen and the IT space
are opened, and the restroom space will always be bounded in concrete. The
exterior wall has been set as glass façade, as there are more commercial
buildings adopted glass as façade to receive more natural lights and enhance
the aesthetic of the building. Table 1 below listed the relevant objective
domains and material attributes for each type of facility.
TABLE 1. OBJECTIVE DOMAINS AND PRESET WALL MATERIAL

Admin
L conf
M conf
S conf
Kitchen
Storage

Visual
area
3–8
0–8
0–6
0 – 10
3 – 10
3-6

Reverberation
Time/s
0.6 – 0.8
0.4 – 0.6
0.4 – 0.6
0.4 – 0.6
0.1 – 2.0
0.1 - 1.0

Ray
tracing level
20 – 35
0 – 25
0 – 30
0 – 40
20 - 100
0 - 60

wall
material
Glass
Concrete
Glass
Glass
Open
Concrete
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IT space
Studio
Restroom
Office

3-7
1 - 10
0-6
0 - 10

0.4 - 2
0.4 - 0.8
0.4 - 0.6
0.4 - 0.7

30 - 100
0 - 50
0 - 35
0 - 100

Open
Concrete
Concrete
Concrete

The second type of the privacy barrier is screen partitions in the open plan
office space. The attributes of position, quantity and heights could alter the
evaluation results greatly. Hence the rearrangement of the facilities and the
partitions are the main optimisation implementing methods. To have the
optimisation to meet the goal, it is the key to set up the ideal result domain at
the beginning of the research, those refers to the acceptable ranges of spatial
performance of the facility spaces. For visual privacy evaluation, the data of
Isovist area indicates the visible area from each subject point, represents the
visible levels of each facilities rooms and relatively indicates the level of
visual privacy. As for acoustic comfort, the Reverberation Time (RT) domain
data is collected from AAAC Guideline for Commercial Building Acoustics
(2017), which could represent the hall-effect and sound quality of the interior
space. The factor that informs the decision of acoustic privacy is the ray
tracing amount, the rays that be able to enter the rooms are brought into
calculation that determine the acoustic privacy index. An overall simplified
workflow diagram has shown in figure 2, for reader to shape a thorough
understanding to the research action taking. Figure 3 identified the preparation
set-up process in detail and the approach to key variables of partition
attributes.

Figure 2. Workflow overview
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Figure 3. workflow set up detail workflow diagram

6.2. VISUAL PRIVACY

6.2.1. Decision-making data selection
In the beginning of the visual privacy evaluation, an action has taken to select
decision making data among four different candidate data generated by Isovist
component, the processes are illustrated through figure 4 and figure 5. The
experiment was creating a path through the office space and move a point on
the path to simulate people walking and experiencing the space to evaluate the
spatial performance. The data of area, perimeter, occlusivity and compactness
were tested, and the result applied gradient onto the path reveals that the area
could reflect the spatial condition shown in the diagram at the left in figure 4
in the most intuitive way.
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Figure 4. walking experience testing, Left is the visual area heatmap, right are specific
parameter descriptions for random points on walking path.

Figure 5. Decision-making data comparison. From left to right are area, perimeter,
Occusivity and compactness
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6.2.2. Visual Privacy evaluation
The main evaluation of visual privacy required all points in the plan to
incorporate as subject points to be comparative. A visual area heatmap
indicate the visibility extents in each grid of the space. The implementing
height for evaluation is set as 1.4 meters in order to simulate sitting people in
the office space. The height is also applied to acoustic evaluation. In addition,
average of visual area in each zone is calculated and extracted to remap the
visibility level for the facility zones. The level determines the visual privacy
index of these zones and integrate as part of the optimisation process. Figure
6 illustrates the relation and transformation process between visual area
heatmap with decision-making graph. Some of the visual area acceptable
range of the facilities seems to be unreasonable wide, due to the fact that the
wall material of those rooms are concrete, the Isovist area to them only
represent the relative geographical location with certain amount of people,
rather than how exposure the interior space can be at the spot. In order to
clarify the process, a detailed workflow diagram for visual privacy
implementation has shown below in figure 7.

Figure 6. Visual privacy illustration diagram, from left to right are visual area heatmap,
remapped data diagram and decision-making diagram.
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Figure 7. Visual Privacy implementation detail workflow

6.3. ACOUSTIC PRIVACY

6.3.1. Failure experiment
Acoustic performance in the research is demonstrated through RT and ray
tracing executions. While ray tracing judges the privacy index of each facility
room, RT ensures the rooms having suitable hall-effect in respective to each
type of room usages. The initial plan was using plug-in of Pachyderm
Acoustic Simulation designed by Arthur van der Harten, it is a plug-in for
acoustic performance evaluation, the calculations are measured according to
geometry attributes, material performance, source and receiver positions and
the image source, which refers to the reflective vectors between source and
receiver points. The decision-making data was decided to use Sound
Transmission Index (STI), an estimation of speech intelligibility, which
represent the acoustic quality and percentage of understandable content in
speech. In terms of acoustic performance, a lower STI demonstrates enhanced
acoustic privacy, meaning that conversations are unintelligible to people
nearby. The calculation of STI, requires an octave band data of Noise Rating
curve, which determines acceptable frequency in speech and hearing
preservation in indoor environment. In office context, NR 40 was suggested
to engage in the research. However, the technical limitation of Pachyderm
caused the approach doomed to be untestable in the workflow. Since all the
acoustic result needs the Energy Time Curve (ETC) to be calculated such as
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Sound Pressure Level (SPL), which is integrated in the calculation of STL
result. Each experiment took more than 1 hour to calculate the data for this
component, the time it needs to spend for analysis embodied the truth that the
step is not designed to incorporate iterative optimisations.

6.3.2. Reverberation Time execution
Therefore, a compromise has been made to have RT and ray tracing taking
over the function of STI, representing the acoustic characteristics for each
facility in the process. The issue of RT exists where the initial part of the decay
curve is not included in the RT, which is crucial to speech intelligibility
(Alambeigi et al 2017), nevertheless, RT has described as the primary
parameter that is the most used in acoustic environment analysis (Macchie et
al 2018, Bradley et al 1999). In terms of RT calculation, the Noisy Reduction
Coefficient (NRC) for material is used to symbolise the sound absorption.
Unlike the octave band STI required, NRC only relevant for comparing human
speech, which contain the frequency from 500 to 2kHz (Web-Fiedtkou 2011,
Siebein 2019). According to Sabins formula, the area of each surface in the
space along with the NRC of the wall material and the space volume are
integrated in the calculation. In detail, the area of each wall and along with
relevant NRC are multiplied and summed together, and having 0.161 * Space
volume divided the total of multiplication data, is the RT of the space. For
those opened facility spaces, the exterior wall attributes, entire office
dimensions and the connected interior facility wall attributes are used to
estimate the RT performance. For having the data more realistic, the exterior
walls are set into glass as there are more glazing façade in commercial
buildings are designed and launched in sites. The results for these spaces
showed that the RT in open spaces complies the requirement of speech
intended space that is 0.5 – 1s (Spaeth 2008). Figure 8 indicates the RT
distribution in each zone and relative decision-making Boolean generated
based on predefined objective domains.
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Figure 8. Reverberation Time distribution and decision-making diagram

6.3.3. Ray Tracing Tecnique (RTT)
Referring to the acoustic privacy, ray tracing become the remediation which
can be executed apart from Pachyderm core evaluation module for calculating
STI and other crucial acoustic parameters. In the research, the floor plan has
divided into three sections to control the rays radiating in considerable
domain. The objective of the evaluation is to ensure the user in those facilities
rooms are relatively comfortable according to their work type, in the research,
demonstrated as the room type. In the beginning, image source has been
applied onto the space. Image source component outputs ray vectors from
source points to each receiver, hence I filtered the ray vectors by lengths in
order to extract the most effective source points for ray tracing
implementation. In addition, as figure 9 shown below, there are two ways
implementing ray tracing: merge components as one model or classify them
in different materials. According to the Pachyderm designer——Arthur’s
word, the first one is correct usage of model control, but it ended up with
stubborn ray propagation without any ray transmission through materials. The
latter one isolated each type of materials as individuals, it is not considered as
correct, but feasible in this research. According to the RTT description
explained by Mahjoob (2008), sources points are modelled as spheres, and
populated points onto the surface to indicate the initial sound vector, after a
series of reflections and absorptions at furniture. The sound rays which made
their way enter the zones before the sound energy lost are recognised as
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audible sound. The quantity of the rays determines if the space is relatively
private or not. The limitation of ray tracing is that visualise ray tracing
component is just a visualisation tool for demonstrating the transmission and
reflection, the material properties of components are disregarded, as the
algorithm for the component stochastically decides the ray directions of
propagations, the transmission and reflection determination are also stochastic
as well. The principle of the component is not entirely honest regarding to the
way the model is working, but it does reflect the valuable data for reference.
And figure 10 illustrates the relation between the ray tracing diagram with the
decision-making graph. Accordingly, the detailed workflow for acoustic
privacy evaluation is represented in figure 11.

Figure 9. Ray tracing implementations.

Figure 10. Ray tracing implementation diagram. Left is the ray tracing diagram; middle is
codified map and the right one is decision-making diagram
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Figure 11. Acoustic privacy implementation detail workflow

6.4. GENETIC ALGORITHM OPTIMISATION

The optimisation step is implemented using Galapagos in Grasshopper, the
principal of Galapagos is an evolutionary genetic algorithm generating
optimal results from a series of crossovers and mutations. The initial parent
data in this research are the variables predefined in the workflow, which are
the partition quantity, location, height and the location of each facility.
Boolean data as integers are codified determining if the objectives are met by
each of the facilities, a sum of the Boolean data demonstrate the quality of the
plan hence be used as fitness data in optimisation stage.
In addition, a detailed result visualisation system has been designed to help
designers read the model information comprehensively. As shown in figure
12, there are three types of graphs, the left radar graph demonstrates the
quantity of zones satisfied the objectives, the middle one detailed the ideal
domain and calculated result for each facility, and also visualised as radar
graphs, the data are corresponded to the left one, which means the top section
for visual area, left for RT and the right is for ray tracing amount. The right
graph illustrates the matching rate information for each zone, dark red stands
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for the zone complies none of the result and the blue-green area satisfied all
three objectives.

Figure 12. Result visualization diagram

Figure 13. Model information for optimal design solution
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7. Discussion (evaluation and significance)
The research produced a workflow that simultaneously evaluates visual
and acoustic privacy properties and consequently generates an optimal design
solution that best meets both sets of performance criteria. The project has
created a visualisation method that highlights areas of suboptimal visual and
acoustic performance. This aims to assist designers to review and improve
their design solution. During the process, the research has tested and evaluated
appropriate data to determine the privacy index and explore different
implementation actions to access the potential privacy Implications. While the
visual privacy component of the workflow performs successfully and
generates an optimal output, the acoustic evaluation process was less
successful as the Pachyderm plugin processing time is excessive and timeconsuming. Therefore, the reverberation time and ray tracing methods have
both been utilised to reinforce the acoustic privacy implication. In the
meanwhile, I kept in touch with designer of Pachyderm (Arthur van Haten)
for some instruction and advice as criteria in order to regulate the workflow at
right track.As mentioned above in research aims, the anticipated outcome for
this research is to produce a workflow to inform design decision making in
relation to visual and acoustic privacy targets for office environments.
Therefore a detailed workflow diagram is integrated among the substructures
through research as shown in figure 14.

Figure 14. Detailed workflow diagram
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Regarding to the contribution to existing work in the field of
computational design, the workflow accessed a possible implementation to
visual and acoustic privacy at early design stage, since most acoustic
performance have accomplished at late design stage or even post occupancy.
This workflow has applicability beyond the test context of an open-plan office
and can also be applied to other topologies such as schools or hospitals
providing the facility zones and open space are defined properly. However, it
is worth noting that use of the script necessitates a certain level of design
technology literacy, and namely, skills in Grasshopper. The complexity of the
workflow can be reduced by developing a user interface (UI) for workflow set
up stage as a future approach, where users can type in the predefined inputs. a
rate of design involvement can also be included in the UI, it can be represent
as the depth of optimization which can be alternative to design implication:
not only the partition attributes can be used as variables, the dimensions of
each zones can also be flexible etc. Privacy type priority can also be proceeded
if there were more time for the research. It could indicate the relative
importance of the Privacy type of facilities. It allows more opportunities
inviting potential feasible design solutions through iterations.
Additionally, future research could also explore the development of a UI
for reviewing design options such as the visualization tool ‘design explorer’
designed by Core Studio. Here users can select the sub domain from attributes
to search for ideal design solutions. In other words, a UI like this can
incorporate user preferences into workflow, that could have far-reaching
implications for design development in further researches regarding to this
topic.
Spatial design outcomes can be enhanced by augmenting the skills of
designers through computational decision-support workflows. Hence, what
else can computational tools do to assist designers to narrow down their extra
concerns and allow them to concentrate on design parts, can be the further
research implication for computational designers.

8. Conclusion
Incorporate visual and acoustic performance into design decision making at
early design stage mitigates the issue of office spatial design lacking relative
privacy. This research approach investigated the opportunity of spatial design
development in early design stage regarding to the relation between visual and
acoustic privacy in open plan office space. In the design process, a concept
floor plan has been applied to simulate the early design stage in spatial design
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development. Objectives are shown in the workflow as domains, the
containment of the domain in respect to visual area, reverberation time and
ray tracing data as privacy ranking determines the privacy performance of the
testing plan. DeCoding Space in the project has been assigned for evaluate the
visual privacy performance of the workplace, the visual area data for all
subject points are calculated and remapped to each predefined zone. An
average of visual area is calculated for each zone for informing the decision
for visual privacy in the workflow. In the acoustic privacy evaluation,
reverberation time is calculated according to the dimension and wall materials
of each zone. Representing the interior sound characteristic for each facility
assigned to the zones. The ray tracing method embedded in Pachyderm as a
remediation executed the sound travel in the workplace, the rays enter zone
area are identified as audible sound, hence the acoustic privacy can be codified
through the amount of them. In the workflow, partition parameters and the
arrangement of facility types are the variables incorporated in optimisation
process as they control the sound travel and view range effectively. The
outcome of the workflow carried out an optimal design solution with
maximized attributes regarding to privacy performance, and offered feedback
to potential design drawbacks, providing an evidence that the workflow is
applicable to inform the decision making to the research question. For further
research as future possibilities, a development of user interface for workflow
set up stage and another one as a design solution visualisation which also
capable to integrate user preference into research can proceed. In summary,
the research is open-ended, accepts innovative approaches to integrate the
existing efficacy of privacy evaluation and optimisation in respect to visual
and acoustic privacy.
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